In the field of Artificial intelligence Image processing plays a vital role in Decision making .Now a day's Mobile robots work as a Network sharing Centralized Data base.All Image inputs are compared against this database and decision is made.In some cases the Centralized database is in other side of the globe and Mobile robots compare Input image through satellite link this sometime results in delays in decision making which may result in castrophe.This Research paper is about how to make image processing in mobile robots less time consuming and fast decision making.This research paper compares search techniques employed currently and optimum search method which we are going to state.Now a days Mobile robots are extensively used in environments which are dangerous to human beings.In this dangerous situations quick Decision making makes the difference between Hit and Miss this can also results in Day to day tasks performed by Mobile robots Successful or Failure.
Introduction
Due to Application of Mobile robots in Diversified Fields their control and Decision making plays critical role to complete any assigned task .Now a day's Mobile Robots are applied in various fields like Military, Medical, Aeronautics etc and Decisions are taken after processing input which can in the form of image entering through its Cameras or Audio input, and through many types of Sensors. This input is compared against already existing knowledge base this knowledge base some time is centralized and all mobile robots connect it through wire or wireless in either case Input need to processed very quickly so that Mobile robot can Reach and execute the Decisions made Quickly and accurately.
Related Work 1) Da Vinci Surgical Robots which are surgical robot which simulates surgeon hands. These Robots are used in Medical Field for doing surgeries and they primarily depend on input compared against existing knowledge base to take decisions for what it needs to do. [1] 2) Department of Defense (DoD) Robots.
[2]
The robots are used in defusing explosives after they compare the input they get from their sensors and the slight delay in decision making can result in catastrophe For the robot itself and its team [2] . These robots are used in Defense Field.
The above mentioned robots Compare the input and take decision after visiting Remote database every time. This process may be ok for applications which are not that critical but for application where Decision making is critical this approach may not be best suited [1] . a. Mass communication between station and robots which overwhelm transmission media with messages causing message loss.
[1] b. Inefficient on making critical time sensitive decisions because of time consumption [1] The problem is we have performance degradation using previous methodologies. The conventional robots use method 1 in which every input is compared with existing data base which results in more search time and less efficient in decision making capability [2].
Suggested Solution
We will target reducing the mass communication and traffic between robots and knowledge base using cache independent memory at individual robot. Our method has many benefits such as:
1. increased decision making capability 2. Less comparisons needed to make decisions 3. Less time in processing an image.
In order to enhance the performance, we will set hit counters and will update the same in cache. The cache will have maximum to minimum hits ordered by maximum hits on the top. 
